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It’s 1985. A familiar, excitement-inducing 
opening music sequence queues up 
on the television. Kids all around the 
world are grabbing their colorful action 
figures (and the elaborate vehicles and 
other accessories that go with them) 
and rushing to catch the latest episode 
of that action-adventure cartoon those 
very toys are based upon. Imaginations 
are sparked, and parents are lamenting 
how much more they’re spending on 
plastic toys in the coming birthdays and 
Christmas seasons.

For anyone born after the year 2000, this 
may be slightly more mystifying. However, 
with movies, comic books, and other 
media constantly calling back to those 
days, it’s hard to imagine anyone reading 
this hasn’t experienced something of 
the phenomenon that is colorful pseudo-
military uniforms, high-tech weapons, and 
outlandish, over-the-top stories featuring 
equally colorful and clearly-identifiable 
villains. 

It’s not unfair to say that those of us 
creating games and other media these 
days are constantly looking back to the 
stories and characters of our youth and 
wanting to recreate them in some way. 
At the same time, we strive to make 
them as cool as we remember (instead of 
how utterly uncool and silly they actually 
were at the time). Deconstruction, 
reconstruction, and loving nostalgia 
mixed with modern sensibilities brings 
something of a renaissance to ideas
that we just cannot let go of.

In the case of Freedom Squadron
(and the VENOM Assault board
game upon which it is based),

we’re clearly looking back at things 
like G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero, 
M.A.S.K., SilverHawks, C.O.P.S., and many 
more like them. Our current plans are 
to expand this into something we call 
Project: Awesome, so you might imagine 
other classic ideas may get a similar 
treatment as we go forward.

The other thing that makes this product 
imminently familiar to many folks is 
the use of the Savage Worlds rules. A 
powerful framework that allows for so 
many different genres and story styles, 
SW also works to keep things easy, fast, 
and fun for experienced and new players 
alike. Even with the many new ideas 
that we’ve brought into the mix, the 
core resolutions, character building and 
advancement, and other elements make 
this every bit a Savage Worlds game that 
fans of other SW experiences will easily 
pick up and dive
right into the
action.

WHAT MAKES THIS 
FAMILIAR
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Let’s talk about the rules stuff, first. 
While the core experience is pure Savage 
Worlds, the lead designer—Sean Patrick 
Fannon—has a lot of experience with 
adding new ideas and new ways to use 
this engine to its fullest. As the creator 
and lead designer for projects like 
Shaintar and Rifts® for Savage Worlds, 
fans have come to know and trust Sean 
for having a keen eye for what makes the 
system really sing for a particular genre 
or concept.

One of the most evocative ideas found 
in Freedom Squadron is the Plans & 
Operations rules system. The Freedom 
Squadron Plans & Operations Manual 
presents this in full, but players will 
discover character-building options in 
this book that intersect with that part 
of the game experience in powerful and 
meaningful ways.

Borrowing heavily from the work on 
the Savage Rifts® project, players 
will discover a lot of front-loaded 
awesomeness for their heroes by way 
of the Vocation Frameworks and Hero’s 
Journey Specialization tables. The 
premise of Freedom Squadron is that 
the very best-of-the-best are recruited to 
become first Recruits, then Commandos 
within the world’s most important line 
of defense against VENOM. This means 
having a set of training and experiences 
beyond what many settings expect of a 
0-point Novice. The Vocation Frameworks 
also help create a sense of having a 
key role within a Mission Team, while 
the Specialization charts help make 
each Soldier or Pilot a bit different from 
another.

Drafted and published in the wake 
of the release of Flash Gordon™ the 
Roleplaying Game, the Freedom 
Squadron Commando’s Manual benefits 
from some major updates to the core 
Savage Worlds rules set. This includes 
new skills and a new approach to focused 
knowledge for heroes. Examples include 
the Athletics skill (which combines 
Climbing, Swimming, and Throwing) and 
the addition of a Performance skill.

VENOM Assault - Where This All Began

A couple of years ago, Sean Patrick Fannon 
(at the behest of his friends David Forby and 
Donavin Santini) sat down with Jeff Arbough 
at a small convention in Denver, CO. There 
at Myths & Legends Con, Jeff—the President 
of SpyGlass Games—introduced Sean to the 
cooperative deck-building board game he 
co-designed with Michael Knight.

Sean instantly fell in love with VENOM 
Assault. As he went through the cards and 
immersed himself in the experience, he was 
instantly struck by David’s assertion that this 
would make a great RPG setting. By the time 
he and Jeff parted ways, Sean was off and 
running.

VENOM Assault is at the very heart of this 
project. Not only is the incredible art by Phil 
Cho and others one of the key inspirations, 
but the ideas Jeff and Michael came up with 
for characters both new and familiar and 
what the world might look like that fomented 
the creation of VENOM and Freedom 
Squadron drove Sean into a creative frenzy 
that resulted in the book you’re reading now.

Oh, and the Zone Specialist Edge is 
absolutely derived from the idea of Zones 
in the game, including the idea that certain 
characters will have an advantage—often one 
they can share—while in their favored Zones.

WHAT MAKES THIS 
DIFFERENT
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Naturally, there are plenty of new Edges 
for players to enjoy creating and updating 
characters with, many of which will also 
enhance many other Savage Worlds 
settings. These include things like 
Fighting Style, Strange DNA, and Zone 
Specialist.

The other part of what makes Freedom 
Squadron different is its departure from 
much of the older source material. 
In an effort to update and enhance 
the concept, this setting goes into the 

near future—a post World War III world 
where many nations of the globe must 
band together against an insidious 
and supremely powerful conspiracy/
paramilitary force/multinational 
corporation called VENOM. Rather than 
focus on the heroes of a single nation, 
Freedom Squadron is a very inclusive, 
equal-opportunity force featuring heroes 
from all over the world and of every 
conceivable background. These are real 
heroes of the entire world.
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World War III may be over, but the danger 
is far from over. With the New Cold War 
against VENOM and its client states, the 
world needs heroes willing to fight on 
every possible front. The best of the best 
are recruited into Freedom Squadron... 
where they become that much better.

• Spend 15 points on Skills. Note that
Vocation Frameworks and 
Specializations may grant your 
character higher starting levels in some 
Skills before these points are spent.

• Select one free Edge (all Freedom
Squadron characters are Humans).

• Select one Major and two Minor
Hindrances. Use those points to raise 
Attributes or Skills, or to add Edges. 
Alternately, a player can choose to 
spend all their Hindrance points to 
select (not roll) a single result from 
any Freedom Squadron Specialization 
chart their character qualifies for. Note 
that this means you use up the points 
of both Minor Hindrances and the Major 
Hindrance for this single benefit.

You will note there’s no indication of 
selecting Gear at this stage; this is one of 
the major differences for this setting, as 
your character’s Gear is determined by a 
combination of Team Role and Mission 
Profile (discussed later).

There are some special considerations 
you must keep in mind for the above 
process: 

Attributes: No member of Freedom 
Squadron will have an Attribute less 
than d6. Non-field personnel might have 
limitations in some way along these lines, 
but no field operative will be sent out 
that cannot pass minimal requirements 
physically and mentally.

Skills: All Freedom Squadron field 
operatives must meet certain minimum 
training requirements. By the time you’re 
done building your Recruit, you must have 

HEROES

CHARACTER 
CREATION

The process for creating a character 
in Freedom Squadron is much like any 
Savage Worlds game, though there are a 
number of additions to better reflect the 
military and special operations nature 
of Freedom Squadron and its members. 
All characters begin as Novices with 0 
Experience Points, although this is more 
of an indication of their starting point as 
Freedom Squadron agents rather than 
their actual experience and history.
 
To reflect an individual’s rather extensive 
training and background prior to 
becoming a Freedom Squadron recruit, 
you first select a Vocation Framework 
that appeals to the background and role 
you wish to have. You then roll on the 
various appropriate Hero’s Journey charts 
as indicated. Using the Narrative Hook 
(as a background) and the results of 
those rolls, build out your character with 
the following standard Savage Worlds 
process:

• Spend five points on Attributes. Note
that Vocation Frameworks may grant 
your character higher starting levels in 
some Attributes before these points are 
spent.
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Athletics at d6, Fighting at d6, Healing 
d4, Shooting at d6, and either Driving or 
Piloting at d4.

Edges: The Born a Hero Setting Rule 
applies here. This means you may 
select any Edge at character creation, 
regardless of Rank requirements. You 
must still meet other requirements for 
the Edge, however.

Hindrances: Freedom Squadron 
operatives aren’t fielded unless they can 
pass rigorous physical and mental testing 
requirements. The following Hindrances 
are not allowed for Freedom Squadron 
recruits—Anemic, Blind, Delusional, 
Elderly, Habit (Major), Hard of Hearing 
(Major), Illiterate, Lame, Obese, One Arm, 
One Eye, One Leg, Pacifist (Major), Phobia 
(Major), Yellow, or Young.

• There are some who have certain
kinds of personality and psychological 
issues who manage to regain the 
ability to re-enter the field, but they 
do so through surviving the Carnage 
Corps rehabilitation process. Those 
with the following Hindrances cannot 
serve in the field unless they have the 
Carnage Corps Edge—Bloodthirsty, 
Death Wish, Greedy (Minor only; 
Major not permitted), Mean, Vengeful 
(Major), Wanted (Major). They still 
have the Hindrances, but their time 
in the Carnage Corps means they’ve 
learned how to deal with them enough 
to function in the field, albeit under a 
much tighter leash than most Freedom 
Squadron personnel. In the case of 
the Wanted Hindrance, it is assumed 
they are on a kind of “work release” 
restriction which limits their social life 
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Similar to the Iconic Frameworks of 
Savage Rifts®, Vocation Frameworks 
represent a package of Edges, Skills, and 
special abilities that reflect the training 
and experience of a Recruit before 
they joined Freedom Squadron. This 
organization brings only the very best 
into its ranks, which means each Recruit 
comes from a background of extensive 
education, practice, and practical field 
experience. Many are veterans of World 
War III and other military conflicts, or are 
otherwise noted experts in their fields.

You should select the Vocation 
Framework that best represents the past 
you envision for your character, as well 
as one that sets the stage for the Team 
Role you most wish to fulfill in the future. 
Note that Edges added by a Framework 
are regardless of any Requirements; 
you simply ignore them and take the 
Edge. As well, starting Skill dice aren’t 
subject to linked Attribute cost limitations 
(though spending points to raise them is 
still double if they are higher than their 
linked Attribute). If you gain a die type in 
something you have no dice in, it starts at 
d6. All awarded Focuses are in addition to 
any you gain by default during character 
creation.

Important: In many cases, you are 
instructed that you can take a roll 
on any (or nearly any) Specialization 
chart. No matter what other 
exceptions the GM might allow, 
you may never roll on the Carnage 
Corps chart unless you have that 
Background Edge. If you do have that 
Edge, you may always use your rolls 
on that chart. 

Best of the Best

Veteran Savage Worlds players will 
recognize almost immediately how much 
more capable and powerful starting 
characters in Freedom Squadron are to 
0-xp Novices in other settings. This is very 
much by design. While technically Novices 
with no in-game experience, characters 
starting their Freedom Squadron careers are 
actually top-rated experts in their fields of 
expertise and training, recruited to join the 
greatest military and security force the world 
has ever known.

They then undergo highly rigorous additional 
training at the hands of folks like Sandbar, 
Preedatore, and Corporal Carnage, followed 
by intensive evaluations by many more of 
Freedom Squadron’s “first class” of code 
name operatives. This is reflected in the 
benefits and bonuses gained from both the 
Vocation Frameworks and the initial rolls on 
the Specialization charts.

and dooms them to be turned over to 
the arresting authorities if they step out 
of line even a little bit.

• Soldiers and other agents who’ve
suffered severe physical loss (such as 
One Arm or One Eye) can continue to 
serve, but only thanks to the highly 
advanced state of prosthetics and 
cybernetics in 2051. Thus, as a matter 
of style, your character might have a 
normal prosthetic leg that works just as 
well as a biological one. If they have a 
superior leg, you’ll want to investigate 
the Cybernetics rules found in the 
Science Fiction Companion (if your GM 
allows them).

VOCATION
FRAMEWORKS
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ARCHAEOLOGIST
Sand brushes and ancient scrolls. Old, 
strange languages and lost history. 
These are the tools and the tasks of 
the Archaeologist. In a world with 
Grifstals and lost alien technology that 
landed while dinosaurs still walked the 
Earth, these searchers and masters of 
the unknown have never been more 
important to civilization... and to Freedom 
Squadron.

Of course, pure academics need not 
apply. Any Archaeologist who wears the 
Freedom Squadron patch knows their 
way around trouble and relishes danger. 
Truth be told, most FS Archaeologists 
genuinely worry the UNTAC overseers 
more than the average Commando.

Hero’s Journey (Two Rolls)
“Combat Archaeology—that’s a class 
I’d take!” (Code Name: Hurricane). 
Archaeologists drawn into Freedom 
Squadron service are expected to train 
extensively for field operations. To that 
effect, one of their rolls must be in Close 
Quarters Combat, Infantry, Physical 
Training, or Special Operations. Their 
remaining roll can be in one of those, 
or literally anything else they qualify for 
(they really do get around).

Archaeologist Abilities and 
Bonuses

Combining academic pursuits of the 
esoteric and ancient with a curiosity that 
drives them to the lost corners of the 
world, Archaeologists frequently impress 
the Marines and Special Ops folks they 
serve with.

• A World of Adventure: Those who
step beyond classrooms, musty old 
libraries, and ancient tombs usually 
find themselves confronted with 
extraordinary opportunities to fight for 
survival. Archaeologists also regularly 

must navigate difficult terrain and 
reach hard-to-find places. They begin 
with Athletics and Survival at d6.

• Find it, Wherever it Is: The greatest
Archaeologists know how to find what 
they’re looking for, among the libraries 
and museums of the world, and 
sometimes among the worst rogues of 
civilization. They start with Investigation 
and Notice at d6, and Streetwise d4.

• The World of Academia: No matter how
exciting the stories are, no 
Archaeologist is worth spit to a team if 
they do not pay their dues at university 
or in related pursuits—publish or perish. 
To that end, all Archaeologist begin 
with a d8 Smarts and Academics at d6. 
They also have Focus: Archaeology (this 
is in addition to bonus Focuses from 
Academics).

• Why They Call You “Doctor”: Every
Archaeologist picks something to craft 
their thesis around, and your thesis 
made you a Zone Specialist in one of 
the following: Arctic, Desert, Forest, 
Jungle, Mountain, Savanna, or Sea. 
Spend enough time in a place with 
its people, you become very adept at 
surviving there and guiding others.

ATHLETE
Natural physical gifts, intensive 
training, and a commitment to personal 
development makes the Athlete an 
atypical, yet highly appropriate candidate 
for the Freedom Squadron. The world 
of 2051 is a dangerous one, and the 
average person knows there are enemies 
dedicated to taking their freedom 
and even their lives. Many Athletes 
find themselves reorienting their lives 
towards something more than sport or 
competition.
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